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ABSTRACT: We performed atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of lipid bilayers
consisting of a mixture of cationic dioleoyloxytrimethylammonium propane (DOTAP)
and zwitterionic dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) lipids at diﬀerent DOTAP
fractions. Our primary focus was the speciﬁc eﬀects of unsaturated lipid chains on
structural and dynamic properties of mixed cationic bilayers. The bilayer area, as well as
the ordering of lipid tails, shows a pronounced nonmonotonic behavior when TAP lipid
fraction increases. The minimum in area (maximum in ordering) was observed for a
bilayer with TAP fraction of 0.4, that is, at lower TAP fractions compared with saturated PC/TAP bilayers. Adding unsaturated
DOTAP lipids into DMPC bilayers was found to promote lipid chain interdigitation and to ﬂuidize lipid bilayers, as seen through
enhanced lateral lipid diﬀusion. The speed-up in lateral diﬀusion at large DOTAP fractions results from increasing area per lipid,
whereas at smaller DOTAP concentrations, the competing eﬀect due to lipidlipid complex formation results in a constant value for
diﬀusion. We also characterize the lipid headgroup orientation and the interactions between DMPC and DOTAP lipids, which were
found to form PCPC and PCTAP pairs, and the formation of lipid clusters.

’ INTRODUCTION
The development of safe and eﬃcient nanocarriers for drug
delivery and gene therapy has attracted great attention.1,2 In the
current arsenal of nanocarriers, cationic liposomes are one of the
most promising delivery vectors. They are capable of capsulating
drugs or strands of DNA and delivering them to target regions.
In gene delivery, it has been shown that eﬃciencies of viral
transfection vectors are undoubtedly superior to their nonviral
counterparts.3 However, the use of viral vectors is susceptible to
triggering immunogenic responses, endangering patients’ lives.4,5
Therefore, nonviral vectors, such as cationic liposomes, are considered more promising and have garnered greater attention.
Cationic liposomes used for delivery often contain at least two
kinds of lipid molecules. The key components are cationic lipids.
These serve as condensing agents of negatively charged therapeutic molecules, such as antisense oligodeoxynucleotides6 or
DNA strands. Also important are neutral helper lipids, which play
a crucial role in determining the structure of the aggregates.
Compared with neutral or anionic liposomes, cationic liposomes
have distinct advantages because of their overall positive charge,
which makes them capable of binding to the negatively charged
mammalian cell membranes.7
There are several challenges associated with the use of cationic
liposomes as eﬃcient drug carriers and transfection vectors.
For instance, poor endosomal release of plasmid DNA from
r 2011 American Chemical Society

liposome into the cell cytosol and instabilities of liposome/DNA
complexes in biological environments are among the major
impediments.1 The former causes low cellular uptake of DNA,
and the latter leads to the low delivery rate of DNA from the site
of injection to remote target cells. These two impeding factors
are determined by the interactions between liposomes and DNA
as well as the structural and dynamic properties of liposomes
themselves. Their mechanistic elucidation is expected to provide a guideline for rational design of higher eﬃciency liposome
vectors. Despite advances in both in vivo and in vitro studies on
liposome systems,8,9 a thorough understanding of the nature of
atomic-level interactions within the liposome systems is still
lacking because of the limits of existing experimental techniques.
A number of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have
been performed to study systems with charged lipids, such as
cationic bilayers,1012 lipoplexes,1315 and micelle ﬁssion,16 by
employing all-atom or coarse-grained molecular models. These
studies have provided much insight into the electrostatic interactions within the zwitterionic headgroups of helper lipids, the
charged headgroups of cationic lipids, and their interactions with
counterions and salt, yet the role of hydrocarbon chains in
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Figure 2. Average area per lipid as a function of DOTAP fraction.

bilayers consisted of 128 lipids and ∼3600 water molecules. The
number of chloride ions matched the number of DOTAPs to
ensure charge neutrality. All initial conﬁgurations were built up
on the basis of an equilibrated hydrated DPPC lipid bilayer.22 To
relax the systems due to structural modiﬁcations, energy was ﬁrst
minimized using the steepest descent algorithm. Afterward, a
short 10 ps run in the NVT ensemble was performed to eliminate
unphysical voids.
The fractional charges within the DOTAP headgroups were
taken from our previous study of DMPC/DMTAP bilayers.10
The force ﬁeld parametrization of the acyl chains of DOTAP lipid
is based on parameters developed previously for DOPC23 lipids
and available at www.softsimu.org/downloads.shtml. Force ﬁeld
parameters for the lipids were taken from the united atom force
ﬁeld of Berger,24 the RyckaertBellemans potential25,26 for hydrocarbon chains, and the OPLS27 (optimized parameters for
liquid simulations) parameters for the Lennard-Jones interactions between united CH groups of acyl chains reparameterized
for long hydrocarbon chains to reproduce the experimentally
observed values of volume per lipid.28 The SPC29 (simple point
charge) model was used for water. For chloride ions, we used the
default GROMACS force ﬁeld set, which has been proved to
perform well.30
A cutoﬀ of 1.0 nm was used for all Lennard-Jones interactions.
Bond constraints of lipids and water molecules were handled
using the LINCS31 and SETTLE32 algorithms, respectively. Electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-mesh
Ewald method,3335 and charge groups were ensured to be small
to avoid possible artifacts.36
The simulations were performed with a time step of 2 fs in the
NpT ensemble. The temperature was kept constant at 323 K
using the weak coupling thermostat37 with a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. Lipids and solvent (water and chloride ions) were
coupled separately to a heat bath. The weakly coupled Berendsen
barostat,37 with a coupling constant of 1.0 ps, was applied for
pressure control. The pressure coupling was used semi-isotropically such that the height of the box (z direction) and the cross
sectional area (xy plane) were allowed to vary independently of
each other.
All simulations were run for 50 ns, which is twice as large as
the simulation times of our previous study of DMPC/DMTAP
systems.10 The ﬁrst 10 ns simulations were used for equilibration,

Figure 1. Chemical structures of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) and dioleoyloxytrimethylammonium propane (DOTAP).

determining the structural properties of these liposome systems
has not been thoroughly addressed in those simulations. Meanwhile, in experiments, the diﬀerence in the acyl chains of the
helper and cationic lipids has been found to contribute to the
structural properties of cationic liposomes.17
Dioleoyloxytrimethylammonium propane (DOTAP; Figure 1)
is the most widely used cationic lipid. It has been shown to be
eﬃcient both in in vitro and in vivo applications.18,19 To the
best of our knowledge, the only atomistic MD study involving
DOTAP is a 10 ns MD simulation20 focusing on interactions
between amino acids and a DOTAP lipid bilayer of relatively
small size (64 lipids). In our study, we prepared mixed cationic
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC)/DOTAP bilayer systems in which helper lipids (DMPC; Figure 1) and cationic lipids
(DOTAP) diﬀer in their acyl chains. Our major focus is the
eﬀects of chain composition on the structural and electrostatic
properties of the cationic lipid bilayers. These serve as microscopic models for liposome systems.
Overall, we found that the area per lipid shows a pronounced
nonmonotonic behavior when TAP fraction increases, the minimum being located at a TAP fraction of 0.4. Compared wtih
DMPC/DMTAP bilayers, adding unsaturated DOTAP lipids
into DMPC bilayers results in lateral expansion and a decrease in
the ordering in the hydrocarbon core as well as faster dynamics,
as indicated by self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients of lipids. These changes
are also manifested in the dynamic interactions between PC and
TAP lipids, which were analyzed in terms of lifetimes of the
pairing between PC and TAP headgroups. The consequences of
the present ﬁndings are discussed at the end of the article.

’ MODEL DESCRIPTION AND METHODS
Atomistic MD simulations of hydrated lipid bilayers consisting
of mixtures of DOTAP and DMPC lipids were performed using
the GROMACS simulation package.21 We prepared 10 cationic
DMPC/DOTAP lipid bilayers with DOTAP fractions of 0.06,
0.16, 0.25, 0.31, 0.39, 0.50, 0.63, 0.75, 0.89, and 1.0. Each of these
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as monitored by the time evolution of the average area per lipid
along with potential energy, temperature and pressure in all
systems. The last 40 ns trajectories were used for data analysis.
The combined simulation time amounts to 500 ns. In total, the
simulations took about 40 000 CPU hours on an AMD Opteron
2.2 GHz CPU. All the error estimates in this study are calculated
as standard deviation, unless mentioned otherwise.

’ RESULTS
A. Area Per Lipid. Area per lipid is one of the most fundamental characteristics of membranes.38 It is closely related to
other physical quantities of membranes, such as ordering of
hydrocarbon chains and the dynamics of lipids.
Figure 2 shows the area per lipid for all systems as a function of
DOTAP fraction. The average area per lipid (ÆAæ = 0.656 (
0.008 nm) in a pure DMPC bilayer was taken from our previous
study of DMPC/DMTAP bilayers,10 in which the same force
ﬁeld parameters for DMPC were used. The average area per lipid
in a pure DOTAP bilayer was found to be 0.734 ( 0.010 nm2.
This value is larger than the value of 0.712 ( 0.007 nm2 of a pure
DMTAP bilayer.10 The diﬀerence of ∼0.02 nm2 between the
area per lipid of DMTAP and DOTAP bilayers is smaller than
the diﬀerence in area per lipid of 0.06 nm2 caused by unsaturation
in the acyl chains of PC, as reported by Martinez-Seara et al.39 We
suggest that the high hydration level of cationic TAP headgroups
allows introduction of unsaturation without expanding as much
as pure PC bilayers do. To our knowledge, experimental measurements of area per lipid in pure DOTAP and DMPC/
DOTAP mixtures are still lacking.
Figure 2 shows that the area per lipid behaves nonmonotonically as a function of DOTAP fraction. The minimum of the area
per lipid was found to be at the DOTAP fraction of ∼0.4. The
observed lateral compression of the bilayers at modest amounts
of cationic lipids (TAP ratio ranging from 0 to 0.4) is due to
closer packing of lipids caused by the reorientation of the dipolar
headgroups (PN) of DMPCs in the presence of DOTAP.
Similar observation was also reported in our previous study
on DMPC/DMTAP systems.10 This feature was not captured in
a recent coarse-grained simulation work40 on cationic lipid
bilayers, in which the area per lipid was reported to increase
exponentially as a function of cationic lipid fraction. This is
because the coarse-grained model employed in the aforementioned work did not model the headgroup of the neutral lipidin a suﬃciently realistic manner, emphasizing the need for detailed simulations to capture the correct dipolar nature of the
headgroup.
In our previous work on DMPC/DMTAP,10 the minimum
was located at a DMTAP fraction of ∼0.5, which is in agreement
with and conﬁrmed by the experimental data.41,42 For DMPC/
DOTAP bilayers, the position of the minimum is moved to lower
TAP fractions and is located at τTAP = 0.4. The diﬀerence is most
likely due to a larger volume of the unsaturated acyl chains of
DOTAP as compared with DMTAP and to limited compressibility of DOTAP lipids due to double bonds in their acyl chains.
This prevents further compression at DOTAP fractions larger
than 0.4. This ﬁnding is in line with experimental data: in recent
experimental measurements,43 the minimum in the area per lipid
of DOPC/DOTAP bilayers was found to be at a cationic lipid
fraction of 0.3. Since both cationic and zwitterionic lipids have
unsaturated chains in a DOPC/DOTAP bilayer, one can expect
that the position of the minimum will be located at smaller τTAP

Figure 3. Mass density proﬁles of DOTAP for all simulated systems.

Figure 4. A snapshot of the DMPC/DOTAP lipid bilayer at TAP
fraction of 0.06, where DOTAP displays strong interdigitation.
DOTAPs are shown in yellow and Cl ions in red. For clarity, water
molecules are not shown.

compared with DMPC/DOTAP bilayers in which only one lipid
component is unsaturated. Indeed, the minimum position at
τTAP = 0.4 found for DMPC/DOTAP bilayers is between the
0.3 and 0.5 observed for DOPC/DOTAP and DMPC/DMTAP
bilayers, respectively.
B. Density Profiles. Figure 3 shows the mass density profiles
of DOTAPs in all bilayers. As depicted in Figures 3 and 4,
DOTAP interdigitates rather strongly across the membrane
center. As one can see, this kind of interdigitation is more striking
at lower TAP fractions. This is due to the hydrocarbon chains
of TAPs that are four carbons longer than those of PCs (from
now on, PC refers to DMPC) and the global electrostatics that
confines the cationic TAPs deep in the bilayers. Interdigitation
becomes weaker at higher TAP concentrations as a result of the
repulsive entropic interactions between the two leaflets. At the
same time, the interdigitation of PCs becomes weaker as more
TAPs are introduced into the bilayers as the total mass density at
the bilayer center was found to be well conserved and independent of the TAP fraction (data not shown).
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Figure 5. Maxima of the density proﬁles, zmax, for phosphorus and
nitrogen atoms from the DMPC headgroups, nitrogen atoms of the
DOTAP headgroups, and Cl ions. The eﬀective
R thickness of a bilayer
leaﬂet is calculated using the formula: d = (1/2) (Flipid/(Flipid + Fwater))
dz (dashed line).

Figure 7. Deuterium order parameter |SCD| averaged over the DOTAP
and DMPC (inset) sn-1 and sn-2 chains as a function of DOTAP
fraction.

C. Lateral Diffusion of Lipids. The lateral diffusion coefficient
for each lipid species α was calculated using

Dα ¼ lim

tf∞

1 2
1 Nα 2
Ær ðtÞæ ¼ lim
Æri ðtÞæ
t f ∞ 4tNα i ¼ 1
4t

∑

ð1Þ

where Æri2(t)æ is the mean squared lateral displacement of the ith
lipid of lipid species α, and Nα is the total number of lipids of type
α in the system. The center of mass movement of each leaflet of
the bilayers was removed from the displacements of individual
lipids. The results are shown in Figure 6.
The self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient in pure DMPC bilayer, D =
1.29 ( 0.15  107 cm2/s, was taken from our previous work.
Compared with the DMPC/DMTAP bilayers,10 DMPC/DOTAP bilayers show much higher mobility for both PC and TAP
lipids. For instance, even at a low TAP fraction of 0.06, DPC was
found to be 1.07  107 cm2/s (the values of DPC and DTAP were
taken from ref 10) in the DMPC/DMTAP system, but 1.31 
107 cm2/s in DMPC/DOTAP, and DTAP was found to be
0.83  107 cm2/s in the DMPC/DMTAP system and 1.53 
107 cm2/s in the DMPC/DOTAP system. We can see that the
introduction of unsaturated DOTAP tails leads to faster lateral
dynamics, which is related to the larger area per lipid and lower
ordering (see Section 3D). Our observation conﬁrms the ﬂuidizing
eﬀect of DOTAP on membranes reported experimentally.19,44
Despite irregularity of self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients as functions of
the TAP concentration, we can see an obvious correlation between the dynamics of lipids with the area per lipid. The lowest
lipid mobility was observed for the systems with TAP fractions of
0.250.31, which results from bilayer compression and lipid
lipid complex formation. We consider this matter in more detail
in the Discussion section. As more TAP lipids were added, the
eﬀects of such compression were partially reduced due to the
existence of more unsaturated acyl chains, although the largest
compression took place at a TAP fraction of 0.4.
D. Ordering of Lipid Acyl Chains. The ordering of the lipid
acyl chains is usually characterized by the deuterium order
parameter, SCD, measured through 2H NMR experiments. The
order parameter is defined as

Figure 6. Lateral self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients of DMPC and DOTAP
lipids as functions of DOTAP concentration, obtained by ﬁtting the
mean squared displacement of each type of lipid with a ﬁtting region
from 1 to 4 ns. The errors were given by half the diﬀerence between selfdiﬀusion coeﬃcients calculated individually from the x and y components of the mean squared displacements.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the positions of several principal atoms with respect to the center of the lipid bilayers as a
function of TAP fraction. One can see that the membrane/water
interface, despite some irregularity, moves toward the water
phase until the TAP ratio reaches 0.4, that is, the membrane
becomes thicker, which is mainly due to the lateral compression
of the membrane at modest TAP concentration. Compared with
the PC phosphorus atoms, the PC nitrogen atoms show a much
stronger increase in their vertical position, indicating reorientation of the PC headgroups. At the same time, the TAP nitrogen
atoms also exhibit an increase in vertical position while the
chloride ions, on average, move toward the membrane surface.
Similar dimensional evolution as a function of the TAP fraction
has also been found in DMPC/DMTAP systems; however, the
changes in chain composition here (from DMTAP to DOTAP)
were found to have negligible eﬀects on the interfacial arrangement of PC and TAP groups.

SCD ¼
272

3
1
Æcos2 θæ 
2
2

ð2Þ
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Figure 10. Snapshot of TAP forming charge pairs with three PCs. The
TAP nitrogen atoms are shown in red; those in PC are shown in orange.
The phosphorus atoms are shown in blue.
Figure 8. Order parameter Save calculated by averaging SCD over
C2C8 hydrocarbons for both DMPC and DOTAP lipids as a function
of DOTAP concentration.

Compared with DMPC/DMTAP,10 the |SCD| values of the
acyl chains of DMPC for the DMPC/DOTAP system at the
same concentration of cationic lipids are lower throughout the
whole chain. This is due to the unsaturated DOTAP hydrocarbon chains with two cis double bonds that disturb the ordering of
the hydrocarbon core of the bilayers. This observation conﬁrmed
the results reported in our previous study on the eﬀects of unsaturation of neutral lipid bilayers.39
E. Reorientations of PC and TAP Headgroups. In our previous work on DMPC/DMTAP,10 we found that the PN dipoles
of PC lipids show pronounced reorientation by pointing upward
to the water phase as cationic TAP lipids were added to the
bilayer. In the present DMPC/DOTAP systems, similar behaviors were observed. Figure 9 shows the average angle between
the PN dipoles and bilayer normal, Æαæ, as a function of the
TAP concentration. One can see that the PN dipoles point
outward to the water phase as the concentration of TAP fraction
is increased. No noticeable differences were found between the
PC headgroup orientations in the present DMPC/DOTAP and
the previously studied DMPC/DMTAP systems.10 This suggests
that electrostatic interactions dominate headgroup orientation.
To the best of our knowledge, no experimental observation is
available for comparison. Further NMR measurements could
be useful in elucidating the effects of the chain composition on
headgroup orientation.
An interesting phenomenon found here is the reorientation of
the TAP headgroup represented by the C*N vector, where C*
is the sn-2 carbon (see Figure 1). As shown in the inset of
Figure 9, the C*N vector seems to be suppressed by PCs at low
TAP fraction, as indicated by the angle between the C*N vector
and bilayer normal, Æβæ, which was found to be 64 at a TAP
fraction of 0.06 and to decrease to 54 in pure DOTAP bilayers.
A similar suppression of the TAP headgroup was also revealed by
reanalyzing the DMPC/DMTAP systems11 in the present work.
Orientations of the DMTAP and DOTAP headgroups are different at the same TAP concentration. As shown in Figure 9, the
orientation angles of the C*N vector in DMTAP of the
corresponding vector in DOTAP are generally 58 smaller.
The physical origin of this diﬀerence is supposedly related to the
lesser repulsion between neighboring cationic TAP lipids in
DMPC/DOTAP systems, wherein the area per DOTAP is larger
because of unsaturation.
F. Electrostatic Interactions of PC and TAP Headgroups.
To further characterize the PCPC and PCTAP interactions,

Figure 9. The average angle between the PN vector of DMPC and
the bilayer normal, shown as a function of DOTAP fraction. The inset
shows the average angle between the C*N vector of DOTAP and the
bilayer normal as a function of DOTAP concentration.

separately for each hydrocarbon group. θ is the angle between a
CD bond and the bilayer normal.10
Figure 7 shows the order parameters of the PC and TAP lipids
averaged over their sn-1 and sn-2 acyl chains (see Figure 1). The
TAP order parameter is characterized by a slightly rugged plateau
between carbons 2 and 8, followed by a highly disordered carbon 9.
This disordering results from the existence of the double bond
(with regard to carbon atoms 8 and 9). The order parameters
of the PC chains also form a plateau between carbons 2 and 8,
and they gradually decrease for carbons closer to the ends of the
chains.
To characterize the eﬀect of TAP fraction on order parameters
of PC/TAP bilayers, SCD averaged over carbons from 2 to 8 was
calculated, as shown in Figure 8. The order parameter is roughly
inversely correlated to the area per lipid. As TAP lipids were
added, the area per lipid decreased, but the order parameter
increased until the TAP fraction reached 0.4, where one can ﬁnd
both the minimum of the area per lipid and the maximum of the
order parameter.
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Figure 13. Distribution of coordination numbers of PC around TAP at
diﬀerent TAP fractions.

Figure 11. Numbers of PCPC and PCTAP pairs per PC as functions of DOTAP fraction. The inset shows the lifetimes of PCPC and
PCTAP pairs as functions of DOTAP concentration.

We also measured the average lifetimes of the PCPC and
PCTAP charge pairs. In our analysis, short breaks of e10 ps
were ignored, and pairs with lifetimes <10 ps were not counted.
The lifetime of the PCPC charge pairs in pure DMPC,
103 ( 289 ps, is comparable to the value of 114 ( 225 ps of the
charge pairing between phosphate oxygen atoms and choline
methyl groups in the PC headgroup.45 The inset in Figure 11
shows that the lifetime of PCTAP charge pairs (115149 ps) is
longer than that of PCPC charge pairs (49102 ps). This is in
agreement with the fact that PCs prefer to interact with TAPs.
The error bars of the average lifetimes of these pairs are quite
large. This is because of the non-Gaussian distribution of the
lifetimes, among which the majority are weak and short-lived and
a small number of long-lived pairs dominate the global dynamics.
For instance, 52% of PCPC pairs in a pure DMPC bilayer were
found to have a lifetime e30 ps. On the other hand, ∼60% of
the total pairing time is contributed by PCPC pairs with lifetimes >200 ps. The longest observed lifetime of a PCPC pair
was 4.9 ns.
To further illustrate this, we characterize the formation/
breaking dynamics using a time correlation function,

Figure 12. Time correlation functions of PCPC and PCTAP pairs
at a TAP fraction of 0.5.

PðtÞ ¼

we considered PCPC and PCTAP charge pairs. They are
defined here to form if a PC or TAP nitrogen is within the first
coordination shell of a PC phosphorus atom10 (see Figure 10 for
illustrations of PCPC and PCTAP pairs). In our analysis, a
cutoff of 0.67 nm, which is the first minimum of the radial
distribution function of PCs with respect to TAPs, was used to
define the existence of charge pairs.
Figure 11 shows the average number of PCPC and PC
TAP charge pairs, deﬁned per PC lipid, as a function of the TAP
fraction. We observe that the PCPC charge pairs are gradually
replaced by the PCTAP charge pairs for increasing TAP concentration. PCTAP charge pairs are found preferable instead of
PCPC pairs for TAP fractions higher than ∼0.3. This is not
only due to the decrease in the PC fraction but also because more
and more of the PN vectors reorient themselves toward the
water phase for increasing TAP fraction, reducing the ability of
PCs to form PCPC charge pairs. For instance, the average
orientation angle of the PN vectors was found to be 80 ( 1o in
a pure POPC bilayer, decreasing to 44 ( 2 in a bilayer with a
TAP fraction of 0.5 (see Figure 9).

¼

Æδpð0Þ δpðtÞæ
Æδ2 pæ
Æpð0Þ pðtÞæ  Æpæ2 Æpð0Þ pðtÞæ
≈
Æpæ
Æpæ  Æpæ2

ð3Þ

where the population variable p(t) is unity when a particular
pair (PCPC or PCTAP) exists at time t, and zero otherwise.
The angle brackets denote an average over all pairs and all
starting times. By deﬁnition, P(t) describes the probability that
a particular tagged pair is intact at time t, given that it was intact
at t = 0.0.
Figure 12 shows the time correlation functions of PCPC and
PCTAP pairs in bilayer with a TAP concentration of 0.50. The
time correlation function of PCPC pairs is found to decay
much faster than that of PCTAP pairs, which is in line with the
short lifetime of PCPC pairs. The time correlation functions of
both PCPC and PCTAP pairs consist of two stages: a very
rapid and a slower decay mode. The fast decay indicates temporary formation of pairs that break shortly after, and the slower
decay represents reforming and long-lived pairs. Interestingly,
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although the time correlation function of PCTAP pairs decays
much more slowly than the one of PCPC pairs (including
the time correlation function of PCPC pairs in a pure DMPC
bilayer), the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients of both lipids, 1.65
107 cm2/s (DMPC) and 1.58  107 cm2/s (DOTAP),
are higher than that of DMPC lipids (1.29  107 cm2/s) in a
pure DMPC bilayer. This suggests that the PCTAP pairs
tend to move together.
We also observed the formation of clusters of PC lipids around
TAPs, the clusters typically consisting of 23 PCs and 1 TAP.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of coordination of PCs to TAPs
at diﬀerent TAP fractions. At a TAP concentration of 0.06, 45%
of TAPs were found to bind to two PC lipids, and 21% of TAP
lipids were found to bind to three PCs (see Figure 10). Clusters
consisting of four or more PC lipids were found to be rare.

Compared with anionic lipid bilayers in which neighboring
lipids interact with each other via ion (such as sodium) bridges,49,50
the PC and TAP lipids do not exhibit strong interactions with
chloride ions. The most striking ﬁnding is that the headgroups of
both PCs and TAPs show diﬀerent orientations at diﬀerent TAP
fractions. Meanwhile, the eﬀects of lipid hydrocarbon chains on
the PN dipoles of the PC lipids were negligible. However, the
orientations of the DOTAP headgroups, represented by the
C*N vector, were observed to diﬀer from those of DMTAP
headgroups, which could result from the diﬀerent tilting angles of
the DOTAP and DMTAP chains.
We also studied the electrostatic interactions within the
membrane/water interface, mainly focusing on charge pairing
between TAPs and PCs, which break and reform dynamically.
The lifetimes of PCTAP pairs were found to be larger than
those of PCPC pairs at all TAP fractions. What is relevant for
lateral diﬀusion is the ﬁnding that the lifetimes decrease with
increasing DOTAP concentration (Figure 11), suggesting that
the lateral diﬀusion coeﬃcient would increase. However, there
is also a competing eﬀect due to decreasing area per lipid for
DOTAP concentrations <40 mol % (Figure 2), which tends to
slow down diﬀusion. Together, these eﬀects result in constant
diﬀusion for small DOTAP concentrations. For DOTAP fractions above ∼40 mol %, the diﬀusion speeds up considerably
because both increasing area per lipid and decreasing lipidlipid
lifetimes favor this trend.
The data also suggest that the PCTAP pairs tend to move
together, at least up to a few nanoseconds. The PCTAP pairs
also lead to the formation of PC lipid clusters containing two or
three PC lipids around TAPs. However, larger clusters consisting
of four or more PCs were found rarely, even at low TAP fraction.
In particular, this suggests that the analytic model proposed by
Levadny and co-workers51 overestimates the number of PCs
around TAPs at low TAP concentration because they assume
each TAP lipid to be surrounded by six other PC lipids. In our
simulations, at a TAP fraction of 0.06, only 1% of the TAP lipids
were found to bind to four lipids. As more TAPs were added, the
probability of ﬁnding clusters decreased as a result of competition
between TAPs. At a TAP fraction of 0.50, 25% of TAPs were
found to bind to two PC lipids and only 3% of TAP lipids to bind
to three PCs. In our previous study,11 we found that monovalent
ions such as sodium ions could penetrate into the carbonyl
regions of DMPC at low concentration of DMTAP lipids, which
leads to higher ordering of the acyl chains as well as orientation of
the DMPC headgroups. We suggest that similar eﬀects of monovalent ions could also be found in the present DMPC/DOTAP
systems.
In our analysis, the eﬀects of unsaturated chains of TAPs on
the interactions among the PC and TAP headgroups seem to be
negligible. This indicates that electrostatics dominates at the
membrane/water interface.
The dependence of elastic properties on the chain composition is also worth investigating for mixed cationic lipid bilayers,
since elastic properties are important factors in determining the
phase behavior of liposome systems. The interdigitation observed for the DOTAP lipids is supposed to alter the elastic properties of the bilayers. However, the size of systems employed in
our study limited us from evaluating membrane elastic behavior.
In a recent study by Imparato et al.,52 MD simulations using
a simple coarse-graining model were performed for a mixed
bilayer consisting of neutral lipids. They observed that the chain
length had an eﬀect on the elastic properties of membranes.

’ DISCUSSION
We have performed atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
of mixed bilayers consisting of cationic DOTAP and zwitterionic
DMPC lipids. It was found that most structural characteristics of
the mixed bilayers demonstrate nonmonotonic behavior with
increasing TAP lipid fraction with the minimum observed at TAP
fraction equal 0.4. It has been suggested by experiments46,47 that
one key factor in determining the transfection eﬃciency of cationic liposome is chain unsaturation of lipid components, which
could aﬀect the phase transition temperature and the ﬂuidity of
the liposomes. This point of view is supported by our measurements on the ordering and dynamic properties. Compared with
a DMPC/DMTAP counterpart, the addition of unsaturated
DOTAP lipids into DMPC bilayers was found to lead to two
major structural eﬀects: two-dimensional expansion (parallel to
the bilayer surface) and higher disordering of the hydrocarbon
core. Unsaturation of TAPs’ acyl chains was also found to result
in faster dynamics, which conﬁrmed their ﬂuidizing eﬀects as
reported by experiments.19 We also investigated the dynamic
interactions between PC and TAP lipids by analyzing the
lifetimes of the pairing between PC and TAP headgroups.
Compared with DMPC/DMTAP bilayers,10,12 the area per
lipid of DMPC/DOTAP bilayers was observed to be larger,
which is caused by the unsaturated chains of DOTAP. As a result,
the ordering of the nonpolar hydrocarbon tails is also lower as
compared with the DMPC/DMTAP systems at the same TAP
fractions. Similar eﬀects due to unsaturation of the lipid acyl
chains and ordering have been found for zwitterionic lipid bilayers in our previous work.39 At the same time, the parabolic
behavior of the area per lipid indicated bilayer compression at a
modest amount of TAPs. However, because of the larger crosssectional size of DOTAP compared with DMTAP, the TAP
ratio at which the DMPC/DOTAP bilayer reaches the smallest
possible area is smaller than that in DMPC/DMTAP bilayers.
We observed strong interdigitation of DOTAPs in all mixed
DMPC/DOTAP systems. It is expected that the interdigitation
would induce a certain degree of transbilayer coupling as well
as changes in elastic properties. However, we did not observe
interdigitation to slow down the translational diﬀusion of lipids.
This is in agreement with the work by Schram and Thompson,
who also found that interdigitation did not inﬂuence the translational diﬀusion of lipids in two model lipid bilayers.48 Apparently,
the area expansion due to unsaturation aﬀects diﬀusion more
than interdigitation.
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Similarly, further computational studies based on coarse-graining
models could possibly reveal the chain length eﬀects on the
elastic properties of charged membrane systems.
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